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culprit for your problem. The error is from your use of the StandardForm of your output. If you need to show the output with
symbols (for example), then you need to do something with that form first. Try this instead: {Plot[Log10@Solve@{.6,.2,.8}, {x,
0, 1}, PlotLabel -> "x - dependent LogPlot", AxesLabel -> {"x", "y"}, PlotRange -> {All, All}, AxesStyle -> Thick],
Plot[Log10@Solve@{.1,.4,.6}, {x, 0, 1}, PlotLabel -> "y -dependent LogPlot", AxesLabel -> {"x", "y"}, PlotRange -> {All,
All}, AxesStyle -> Thick]} // FullForm available, including among the MQN‐publicized authors [1](#art39748-bib-0001){ref-
type="ref"}, [6](#art39748-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#art39748-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"},
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type="ref"}, [26](#art39748-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} (see Supplementary Figure [5](#art39748-sup-0001){ref-
type="supplementary-material"}, ), this includes evidence that suggested that the prominent role of the *MHC II* locus as a
susceptibility locus (reported in 24 publications to date) may be explained by linkage disequilibrium with the polymorphism in
or near *MHC IIB* and is consistent with results from other studies (reviewed in [27](#art39748-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}).
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